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1.

Introduction

In July 2005 Congress passed and President Bush signed into law the Energy Policy Act
of 2005. Among the provisions of the law was the creation of federal tax credits for
energy efficient new homes. The new homes credit allows a $2,000 tax credit to the
builder of a new home that uses 50% less energy for heating and cooling than the
Standard Reference Design home as specified in Section 404 of the IECC 2004
Supplement. The law assigned the specification of certification methods to the Secretary
of Treasury after consultation with the Secretary of Energy. It states that such guidance
shall “specify procedures and methods for calculating energy and cost savings”. The
certification would, at a minimum, be provided in:
“A manner which specifies in readily verifiable fashion the energy efficient
building envelope components and energy efficient heating or cooling equipment
installed and their respective rated energy efficiency performance.”
To assist the Department of Energy in developing interim procedures, a task force called
Tax Incentives Assistance Project (TIAP) was formed. This task force included
individuals representing energy efficiency organizations throughout the nation. A
residential tax credit committee task force was appointed to develop interim tax credit
procedures for the residential tax credits. The task force was co-chaired by Steve Baden
of the Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET) and Rick Gerardi of the New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA). Members of the
task force include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mike Barcik, Southface Energy Institute
Eric Borsting, ConSol
Stephen Cowell, Conservation Services Group
Richard Faesy, Vermont Energy Investment Corporation
Philip Fairey, Florida Solar Energy Center
David Goldstein, Natural Resources Defense Council
Jeff Harris, North West Energy Efficiency Alliance
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•
•
•
•
•
•

David Lee, Environmental Protection Agency
Harry Misuriello, Alliance to Save Energy
Bill Prindle, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy
Glenn Reed, Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership
Greg Thomas, Performance Systems Development
David Weitz, Building Codes Assistance Project

The procedures for certification of the inspectors that will verify a home’s performance
requirements were developed from TIAP recommendations.
With the support of the U.S. Department of Energy, the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) and the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), RESNET created a
software verification committee to serve as an advisory group to develop a rule set for tax
credit qualification purposes and to develop test suites for software to be used for
verification of tax credits, home energy ratings, and the IECC. The committee was
composed of representatives of National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), RESNET
accredited rating software program providers, ICF Consulting, and individuals who were
instrumental in development of the California ACM. Members of the committee include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steve Baden, RESNET
Patrick Bailey, GeoPraxis (Developer of the EnergyCheckup rating tool software)
Dennis Barley, NREL
Philip Fairey, Florida Solar Energy Center (developer of the EnergyGauge®
rating tool software )
Dean Gamble, ICF Consulting
Thomas Hamilton, California Home Energy Efficiency Rating System
Michael Holtz, Architectural Energy Corporation (developer of the REM/Rate
rating tool software,)
Ron Judkoff, NREL
Maria Karpman, Taitem Engineering (developer of the TREAT rating tool
software)
Ken Nittler, EnerComp (Developer of the MicroPass rating tool software)
Danny Parker, Florida Solar Energy Center
Paul Reeves, E-Star Colorado (developer of the E-Star rating tool software)
Dave Roberts, Architectural Energy Corporation
Ian Shapiro, Taitem Engineering
Todd Taylor, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Bruce Wilcox, Berkeley Solar Group

2.

Procedures for Verification of Eligibility for the Tax Credit

2.1

Standard for Inspection of Homes

To be eligible for the federal tax credit for new homes every home shall be independently
field tested to verify energy the performance of the home. To comply with the law, field
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verification of a qualifying home’s energy performance shall be conducted in accordance
with the “Mortgage Industry National Home Energy Rating Standards.” These standards
are posted online at http://www.resnet.us/standards/RESNET_Standards-2006.pdf.
2.2

Procedures for Certifying Individuals Who Will Certify a Home’s Compliance for
the Tax Credit

Individuals authorized to certify a home’s qualification for the tax credit must be trained
and certified in accordance with the procedures contained in the Mortgage Industry
National Home Energy Rating Standards.
3.

Procedures for Verification of Software Programs

Since the credits for new homes are based upon performance as compared with Section
404 of the 2004 IECC Supplement, computer software modeling is required. In order to
ensure the accuracy of computer tools, software programs seeking accreditation as tax
credit qualification tools shall follow the following procedures:
3.1

Reference Home Rule Set

The technical specifications defined in Appendix A of this document shall serve as the
rule set for determination of tax credit qualification.
3.2

Suite of Software Verification Tests

The RESNET Software Verification Committee has defined a series of software test
suites that shall be used to certify software programs for tax credit computation. The test
suite includes:
3.2.1

Auto-generation of the reference home – This test verifies the ability of the
software tool to automatically generate the tax credit reference home. See
Appendix B of this document for the test cases and the established acceptance
criteria for this test suite.

3.2.2 Tier One of the HERS BESTEST – HERS BESTEST was developed by
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for testing the accuracy of
simulation software for predicting building loads. The HERS BESTEST
procedure has been adopted by RESNET and is a requirement for all rating
software programs to be accredited. The acceptance criteria for this test suite
are as specified by the example maximum and minimum ranges values
provided in Tables 4-1, 4-2 and 4-4 of “Home Energy Rating System Building
Energy Simulation Test (HERS BESTEST) – Volume 2, Tier 1 and Tier 2
Test Reference Results” by R. Judkoff and J. Neymark, as published by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado, Report No.
NREL/TP-472-7332, November 1995.
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3.2.3 RESNET HVAC tests – RESNET has developed a series of tests that test the
consistency with which software tools treat HVAC equipment, including
furnaces, air conditioners, and air source heat pumps. See Appendix C for the
test cases and the established acceptance criteria for this test suite.
3.2.4

3.3

Duct distribution system efficiencies – This test measures the accuracy with
which software tools calculate air distribution system losses. ASHRAE
Standard 152 results are used as the basis for the test suite acceptance criteria.
See Appendix D for the test cases and the established acceptance criteria for
this test suite)

Process for Accrediting Software Programs

In states that have laws regulating home energy rating software tools and required
procedures for verification of software tools used for energy codes, the state may add
additional state requirements to these national requirements.
The RESNET accreditation process provides a suite of verification tests to certify that
rating software tools conform to the verification criteria for each test. The software
developer shall be required to submit the test results, test runs, and the software program
with which the tests were conducted to RESNET. This information may be released by
RESNET for review by any party, including the Treasury Department and competing
software developers. This process is expected to result in compliance without a costly
bureaucratic review and approval process.
3.4

Process for Software Developers to Apply to if Their Programs Cannot Meet
the Test Verification Requirements

RESNET has established an appeals process that software developers may use if their
software or tax credit qualification programs are so unique that they cannot be accurately
tested through the RESNET software testing procedures. The elements of this appeal
process are:
•
•
•

The provider’s documentation of how the software or qualification program
meets or exceeds the criteria established in the RESNET procedures for tax
credit qualification.
The software developer’s justification and documentation as to why the
software or qualification program is so unique that it cannot comply with the
RESNET testing protocols.
Independent evaluation of the software tool or qualification program by
RESNET in collaboration with independent individuals with appropriate
expertise. Based upon the results of the evaluation, RESNET may certify that
the software tool or qualification program meets or exceeds the performance
criteria of RESNET’s procedures for tax credit qualification programs.
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Appendix A

Appendix A
Proposed Software Tool Certification and Rule Set Standard
For Federal Tax Incentive Qualification
Introduction
This proposed software tool certification and rule set standard consists of three principal
sections: Section 1 provides recommended standards for the certification of software
tools used for tax credit qualification; Section 2 specifies the method by which energy
savings are determined; and Section 3 (the “rule set”) provides recommended standards
for the configuration, simulation, analysis and testing (where applicable), of the
Reference Home and the Qualifying Home.
1 Software Tools for Tax Incentive Qualification
1.1 Minimum software tool capabilities. Calculation procedures used to qualify
homes for tax incentives shall be computer-based software tools capable of
calculating the annual energy consumption of all building elements that differ
between the Reference Home and the Qualifying Home and shall include the
following minimum capabilities:
a. Computer generation of the Reference Home using only the input for the
Qualifying Home. The calculation procedure shall not allow the user to
directly modify the building component characteristics of the Reference
Home.
b. Calculation of whole-building, single-zone sizing for the heating and cooling
equipment in the Reference Home in accordance with ASHRAE Handbook
of Fundamentals or equivalent computational procedures.
c. Calculations that account for the indoor and outdoor temperature
dependencies and the part load performance of heating, ventilating and air
conditioning equipment based on climate and equipment sizing.
d. Listing of each of the Qualifying Home component characteristics
determined by the analysis to provide qualification along with their
respective performance rating (e.g. R-Value, U-Factor, SHGC, HSPF,
AFUE, SEER, EF, etc.).
1.2 Minimum reporting requirements. Tax incentive qualification software tools
shall generate reports that, at a minimum, document the following information:
a. Address of the Qualifying Home;
b. Documentation of all building component characteristics of the Qualifying
Home . Such documentation shall also give the estimated annual energy
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Appendix A
consumption for heating and cooling for both the Reference Home and the
Qualifying Home;
c. Name and signature of individual certified to complete the qualification
report;
d. Name and version of the certified tax credit qualification software tool used
to perform the qualification analysis.
1.3 Software tool certification. Tools approved by RESNET shall be based on
verification for certification using the following software test suites and
acceptance criteria:
1.3.1 HERS BESTEST, Tier 1 Tests. This test suite determines the ability of
software tools to predict building heating and cooling loads. Verification
criteria shall be as specified by Tables 4-1, 4-2 and 4-4 of “Home Energy
Rating System Building Energy Simulation Test (HERS BESTEST) –
Volume 2, Tier 1 and Tier 2 Test Reference Results” by R. Judkoff and J.
Neymark, as published by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
Golden, Colorado, Report No. NREL/TP-472-7332, November 1995.1
1.3.2 Reference Home Auto-generation Tests. This test suite determines the
ability of software tools to automatically generate the tax credit Reference
Home. Verification criteria shall be as specified in Appendix B of this
publication.
1.3.3 RESNET HVAC Tests. This test suite determines the ability of software
tools to account for indoor and outdoor temperature dependencies and the
part load performance of heating, ventilating and air conditioning
equipment based on climate. Verification criteria shall be as specified in
Appendix C of this publication.
1.3.4 Distribution System Efficiency (DSE) Tests. This test suite determines
the ability of software tools to account for air distribution system losses.
Verification criteria shall be as specified in Appendix D of this
publication.
2

Computation of Energy Savings
2.1 The energy consumption for heating and cooling in the Qualifying Home shall
be normalized to account for the differences in improvement potential that exist
across equipment types using the following formula:2

1

HERS BESTEST has been adopted by RESNET as a test suite requirement for all rating software tools
that are accredited by RESNET.
2
Source: Fairey, P., J. Tait, D. Goldstein, D. Tracey, M. Holtz, and R. Judkoff, "The HERS Rating
Method and the Derivation of the Normalized Modified Loads Method." Research Report No. FSEC-RR54-00, Florida Solar Energy Center, Cocoa, FL, October 11, 2000. Available online at:
http://www.fsec.ucf.edu/bldg/pubs/hers_meth/
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nEC_x = (a* EEC_x – b)*(EC_x * EC_r * DSE_r) / ( EEC_x * REUL)
where:
nEC_x = normalized Energy Consumption for Qualifying Home’s end uses (for
heating, including auxiliary electric consumption, or cooling) as
computed using accredited simulation tools.
EC_r = estimated Energy Consumption for Reference Home’s end uses (for
heating, including auxiliary electric consumption, or cooling) as
computed using accredited simulation tools.
EC_x = estimated Energy Consumption for the Qualifying Home’s end uses
(for heating, including auxiliary electric consumption, or cooling) as
computed using accredited simulation tools.
EEC_x = Equipment Efficiency Coefficient for the Qualifying Home’s
equipment, such that
EEC_x equals the energy consumption per unit load in like units as the load,
and as derived from the Manufacturer’s Equipment Performance Rating
(MEPR) such that
EEC_x equals 1.0 / MEPR for AFUE or COP ratings, or such that
EEC_x equals 3.413 / MEPR for HSPF, EER or SEER ratings.
DSE_r = REUL/EC_r * EEC_r
For simplified system performance methods, DSE_r equals 0.80 for
heating and cooling systems. However, for detailed modeling of
heating and cooling systems, DSE_r may be less than 0.80 as a result of
part load performance degradation, coil air flow degradation, improper
system charge and auxiliary resistance heating for heat pumps. Except
as otherwise provided by these Standards, where detailed systems
modeling is employed, it must be applied equally to both the Reference
and the Qualifying Homes.
EEC_r = Equipment Efficiency Coefficient for the Reference Home’s
equipment, such that EEC_r equals the energy consumption per unit
load in like units as the load, and as derived from the Manufacturer’s
Equipment Performance Rating (MEPR) such that
EEC_r equals 1.0 / MEPR for AFUE or COP ratings, or such that
EEC_r equals 3.413 / MEPR for HSPF, EER or SEER ratings.
REUL = Reference Home End Use Loads (for heating, including auxiliary
electric consumption, or cooling) as computed using accredited
simulation tools.
and where the coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ are as defined by Table 2.1 below:
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Table 2.1. Coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’
Fuel type and End Use
a
Electric space heating
2.2561
Fossil fuel* space heating
1.0943
Biomass space heating
0.8850
Electric air conditioning
3.8090
Electric water heating
0.9200
Fossil fuel* water heating
1.1877
*Such as natural gas, LP, fuel oil

b
0
0.4030
0.4047
0
0
1.0130

2.2 Following normalization of the heating and cooling energy consumptions for the
Qualifying Home as specified in section 2.1 above, the total heating and cooling
energy uses for the Reference Home (ECtot_ref) shall be compared with the total
normalized energy consumptions for the Qualifying Home (nECtot_qual) using
the following formula to determine the % Energy Reduction:
% Energy Reduction = [(ECtot_ref – nECtot_qual) / (ECtot_ref)] * 100

3

Rule Set for Configuration of the Reference Home and Qualifying Homes
3.1 General. Except as specified by this Section, the Reference Home and
Qualifying Home shall be configured and analyzed using identical methods and
techniques.
3.2 Residence Specifications. The Reference Home and Qualifying Home shall be
configured and analyzed as specified by Table 3.2(1).
Table 3.2(1) Specifications for the Reference and Qualifying Homes
Building Component
Above-grade walls:

Conditioned basement
walls:

Floors over
unconditioned spaces:

Reference Home
Type: wood frame
Gross area: same as Qualifying
Home
U-Factor: from Table 3.2(2)
Solar absorptance = 0.75
Emittance = 0.90
Type: same as Qualifying Home
Gross area: same as Qualifying
Home
U-Factor: from Table 3.2(2) with
the insulation layer on the
interior side of walls
Type: wood frame
Gross area: same as Qualifying
Home
U-Factor: from Table 3.2(2)
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Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
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Table 3.2(1) Specifications for the Reference and Qualifying Homes
Building Component
Crawlspaces:

Ceilings:

Roofs:

Attics:
Foundations:

Doors:

Reference Home
Type: vented with net free vent
aperture = 1ft2 per 150 ft2 of
crawlspace floor area.

U-factor: from Table 3.2(2) for
floors over unconditioned
spaces
Type: wood frame
Gross area: same as Qualifying
Home
U-Factor: from Table 3.2(2)
Type: composition shingle on
wood sheathing
Gross area: same as Qualifying
Home
Solar absorptance = 0.75

Emittance = 0.90
Type: vented with aperture = 1ft2
per 300 ft2 ceiling area
Type: same as Qualifying Home
Gross Area: same as Qualifying
Home
U-Factor / R-value: from
Table 3.2(2)
Area: 40 ft2
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Qualifying Home
Same as the Qualifying Home,
but not less net free
ventilation area than the
Reference Home unless an
approved ground cover in
accordance with IRC 408.1
is used, in which case, the
same net free ventilation
area as the Qualifying
Home down to a minimum
net free vent area of 1ft2
per 1,500 ft2 of crawlspace
floor area.
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Values from Table 3.3 shall be
used to determine solar
absorptance except where
test data is provided for roof
surface in accordance with
ASTM Standard E-903. In
cases where the appropriate
data is not known, the
default for a standard dark
shingle (0.92) shall be
assumed.
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
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Table 3.2(1) Specifications for the Reference and Qualifying Homes
Building Component

Glazing: (a)

Skylights
Thermally isolated
sunrooms
Air exchange rate

Mechanical ventilation:

Reference Home
Orientation: North
U-factor: same as fenestration
from Table 3.2(2)
Total area (b) =18% of conditioned
floor area
Orientation: equally distributed to
four (4) cardinal compass
orientations (N,E,S,&W)
U-factor: from Table 3.2(2)
SHGC: from Table 3.2(2)
Interior shade coefficient:
Summer = 0.70
Winter = 0.85
External shading: none
None
None
Specific Leakage Area (SLA) (d) =
0.00048 (assuming no energy
recovery)

None, except where a mechanical
ventilation system is specified
by the Qualifying Home, in
which case:
Annual vent fan energy use:
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Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Reference Home (c)

Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home
For residences that are not
tested, the same as the
Reference Home
For residences without
mechanical ventilation
systems that are tested in
accordance with ASHRAE
Standard 119, Section 5.1,
the measured air exchange
rate (e) but not less than 0.35
ach
For residences with
mechanical ventilation
systems that are tested in
accordance with ASHRAE
Standard 119, Section 5.1,
the measured air exchange
rate (e) combined with the
mechanical ventilation
rate,(f) which shall not be
less than 0.01 x CFA + 7.5
x (Nbr+1) cfm.
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
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Table 3.2(1) Specifications for the Reference and Qualifying Homes
Building Component

Internal gains:

Reference Home
kWh/yr = 0.03942*CFA +
29.565*(Nbr+1) (per dwelling
unit)
where:
CFA = conditioned floor area
Nbr = number of bedrooms
IGain = 17,900 + 23.8*CFA +
4104*Nbr (Btu/day per
dwelling unit)

Internal mass:

An internal mass for furniture and
contents of 8 pounds per square
foot of floor area

Structural mass:

For masonry floor slabs, 80% of
floor area covered by R-2 carpet
and pad, and 20% of floor
directly exposed to room air
For masonry basement walls, same
as Qualifying Home, but with
insulation required by Table
3.2(2) located on the interior
side of the walls
For other walls, for ceilings,
floors, and interior walls, wood
frame construction
Fuel type: same as Qualifying
Home
Efficiencies:
Electric: air source heat pump
with prevailing federal
minimum efficiency
Non-electric furnaces: natural
gas furnace with prevailing
federal minimum efficiency
Non-electric boilers: natural gas
boiler with prevailing federal
minimum efficiency
Capacity: sized in accordance
with Section 303.5.1.5,
RESNET Standards (2005).

Heating systems (h),(i)
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Qualifying Home

Same as Reference Home,
except as provided by
Section 303.4.1.7, RESNET
Standards (2006)
Same as Reference Home,
plus any additional mass
specifically designed as a
Thermal Storage Element (g)
but not integral to the
building envelope or
structure
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home (i)
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home
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Table 3.2(1) Specifications for the Reference and Qualifying Homes
Building Component
Cooling systems (h),(k)

Thermal distribution
systems:

Thermostat

Reference Home
Fuel type: Electric
Efficiency: in accordance with
prevailing federal minimum
standards
Capacity: sized in accordance
with Section 303.5.1.5,
RESNET Standards (2005).
A thermal distribution system
efficiency (DSE) of 0.80 shall
be applied to both the heating
and cooling system efficiencies.

Type: manual
Temperature setpoints: cooling
temperature set point = 78 F;
heating temperature set
point = 68 F

Qualifying Home
Same as Qualifying Home (k)
Same as Qualifying Home

Same as Qualifying Home

As specified by Table 3.2(3),
except when tested in
accordance with ASHRAE
Standard 152-2004(m), and
then either calculated
through hourly simulation
or calculated in accordance
with ASHRAE Standard
152-2004
Type: Same as Qualifying
Home
Temperature setpoints: same
as the Reference Home,
except as provided by
Section 303.5.1.2, RESNET
Standards (2006)

Table 3.2(1) Notes:
(a) Glazing shall be defined as sunlight-transmitting fenestration, including the area of
sash, curbing or other framing elements, that enclose conditioned space. Glazing
includes the area of sunlight-transmitting fenestration assemblies in walls bounding
conditioned basements. For doors where the sunlight-transmitting opening is less
than 50% of the door area, the glazing area is the sunlight transmitting opening area
shall be used. For all other doors, the glazing area is the rough frame opening area
for the door, including the door and the frame.
(b) For homes with conditioned basements and for multi-family attached homes the
following formula shall be used to determine total window area:
AF = 0.18 x AFL x FA x F
where:
AF = Total fenestration area
AFL = Total floor area of directly conditioned space
FA = (Above-grade thermal boundary gross wall area) / (above-grade boundary
wall area + 0.5 x below-grade boundary wall area)
F = (Above-grade thermal boundary wall area) / (above-grade thermal
boundary wall area + common wall area) or 0.56, whichever is greater
and where:
Thermal boundary wall is any wall that separates conditioned space from
unconditioned space or ambient conditions
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Above-grade thermal boundary wall is any portion of a thermal boundary wall
not in contact with soil
Below-grade boundary wall is any portion of a thermal boundary wall in soil
contact
Common wall is the total wall area of walls adjacent to another conditioned
living unit, not including foundation walls.
For fenestrations facing within 15 degrees of due south that are directly coupled to
thermal storage mass, the winter interior shade coefficient shall be permitted to
increase to 0.95 in the Qualifying Home.
Where Leakage Area (L) is defined in accordance with Section 5.1 of ASHRAE
Standard 119 and where SLA = L / CFA (where L and CFA are in the same units).
Either hourly calculations using the procedures given in the 2001 ASHRAE
Handbook of Fundamentals, Chapter 26, page 26.21, equation 40 (ShermanGrimsrud model) or calculations yielding equivalent results shall be used to
determine the energy loads resulting from air exchange.
Tested envelope leakage shall be determined and documented by a Certified Rater
using the on-site inspection protocol as specified in Appendix A under “Blower
Door Test.” Either hourly calculations using the procedures given in the 2001
ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, Chapter 26, page 26.21, equation 40
(Sherman-Grimsrud model) or calculations yielding equivalent results shall be used
to determine the energy loads resulting from air exchange.
The combined air exchange rate for infiltration and mechanical ventilation shall be
determined in accordance with equation 43 of 2001 ASHRAE Handbook of
Fundamentals page 26.24 in combination with the” Whole-house Ventilation”
provisions of 2001 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, page 26.19 for
intermittent mechanical ventilation.
Thermal storage element shall mean a component not normally part of the floors,
walls, or ceilings that is part of a passive solar system, and that provides thermal
storage such as enclosed water columns, rock beds, or phase change containers. A
thermal storage element must be in the same room as fenestration that faces within
15 degrees of due south, or must be connected to such a room with pipes or ducts
that allow the element to be actively charged.
For a Qualifying Home with multiple heating, cooling, or water heating systems
using different fuel types, the applicable system capacities and fuel types shall be
weighted in accordance with the loads distribution (as calculated by accepted
engineering practice for that equipment and fuel type) of the subject multiple
systems. For the Reference Home, the prevailing federal minimum efficiency shall
be assumed except that the efficiencies given in Table 3.2(1)(a) below will be
assumed when:
1) A type of device not covered by NAECA is found in the Qualifying Home;
2) The Qualifying Home is heated by electricity using a device other than an air
source heat pump; or
3) The Qualifying Home does not contain one or more of the required HVAC
equipment systems.
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Table 3.2(1)(a). Default Reference Home
Heating and Cooling Equipment Efficiencies (i) (k) (m) (n)
Qualifying Home
Function
Reference Home Device
Fuel
Electric
Heating
7.7 HSPF air source heat
pump
Heating
78% AFUE gas furnace
Non-electric warm
air furnace or space
heater
Non-electric boiler
Heating
80% AFUE gas boiler
Any type
Cooling
13 SEER electric air
conditioner
(i) For a Qualifying Home without a proposed heating system, a heating system with
the prevailing federal minimum efficiency shall be assumed for both the Reference
Home and Qualifying Home. For electric heating systems, the prevailing federal
minimum efficiency air-source heat pump shall be selected.
(k) For a Qualifying Home without a proposed cooling system, an electric air
conditioner with the prevailing federal minimum efficiency shall be assumed for
both the Reference Home and the Qualifying Home.
(m) Tested duct leakage shall be determined and documented by a Certified Rater using
the on-site inspection protocol specified by the 2006 Mortgage Industry National
Home Energy Rating Standards, Appendix A under “Air leakage (ducts)”.

Frame Wall
U-Factor

Floor Over
Unconditioned
Space U-Factor

Basement Wall
(c)
U-Factor

1.20
0.75
0.65

0.40
0.40
0.40

0.035
0.035
0.035

0.082
0.082
0.082

0.064
0.064
0.047

0.360
0.360
0.360

0
0
0

0.40

0.55

0.030

0.082

0.047

0.059

10, 2 ft.

0.35

0.55

0.030

0.060

0.033

0.059

10, 2 ft.

0.35
0.35

0.55
0.55

0.026
0.026

0.060
0.057

0.033
0.033

0.059
0.059

10, 4 ft.
10, 4 ft.
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Slab-on-Grade
R-Value & Depth

(d, e)

Ceiling
U-Factor

(a)

Glazed Fenestration
Assembly SHGC

1
2
3
4 except
Marine
5 and
Marine 4
6
7 and 8

Component Heat Transfer Characteristics for Reference Home

Fenestration and
Opaque Door
U-Factor

Climate Zone

(b)

Table 3.2(2).
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Table 3.2(2) Notes:
(a) Non-fenestration U-Factors shall be obtained from measurement, calculation, or an
approved source.
(b) Climates zones shall be as specified by the 2004 Supplement to the International
Energy Conservation Code.
(c) For basements where the conditioned space boundary comprises the basement
walls.
(d) R-5 shall be added to the required R-value for slabs with embedded heating.
(e) Insulation shall extend downward from the top of the slab vertically to the depth
indicated.
Table 3.2(3) Default Distribution System Efficiencies for Inspected Systems (a)
Forced Air
Hydronic
Distribution System Configuration and Condition:
Systems
Systems (b)
Distribution system components located in
unconditioned space
0.80
0.95
Distribution systems entirely located in conditioned
space (c)
0.88
1.00
Proposed “reduced leakage” with entire air distribution
0.96
system located in the conditioned space (d)
Proposed “reduced leakage” air distribution system
0.88
with components located in the unconditioned space
“Ductless” systems (e)
1.00
Table 3.2(3) Notes:
(a) Default values given by this table are for distribution systems as rated, which meet
minimum IECC 2000 requirements for duct system insulation.
(b) Hydronic Systems shall mean those systems that distribute heating and cooling
energy directly to individual spaces using liquids pumped through closed loop
piping and that do not depend on ducted, forced air flows to maintain space
temperatures.
(c) Entire system in conditioned space shall mean that no component of the distribution
system, including the air handler unit or boiler, is located outside of the conditioned
space boundary.
(d) Proposed “reduced leakage” shall mean substantially leak free to be leakage of not
greater than 3 cfm to outdoors per 100 square feet of conditioned floor area and not
greater than 9 cfm total air leakage per 100 square feet of conditioned floor area at a
pressure differential of 25 Pascal across the entire system, including the
manufacturer’s air handler enclosure. Total air leakage of not greater than 3 cfm per
100 square feet of conditioned floor area at a pressure difference of 25 Pascal
across the entire system, including the manufacturer’s air handler enclosure, shall
be deemed to meet this requirement without measurement of air leakage to
outdoors. This rated condition shall be specified as the required performance in the
construction documents and requires confirmation through field-testing of installed
systems as documented by a Certified Rater.
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(e) Ductless systems may have forced airflow across a coil but shall not have any
ducted airflows external to the manufacturer’s air handler enclosure.
Table 3.3 Default Solar Absorptance for Various Roofing Surfaces3
Roof Materials
Composition Shingles
Dark
Medium
Light
Tile/Slate
Dark
Medium
Terra cotta
Light
White
Metal
Dark
Medium
Galvanized, unfinished
Light
Galvalum, unfinished
White

Absorptance
0.92
0.85
0.75

0.90
0.75
0.65
0.60
0.30

0.90
0.75
0.70
0.60
0.35
0.30

Roof Materials

Absorptance

Wood Shingles
Dark
Medium

0.90
0.80

Concrete/Cement
Dark
Medium
Light
White

0.90
0.75
0.60
0.30

Membrane
Dark
Medium
Light
White

0.90
0.75
0.60
0.30

Built-Up (gravel surface)
Dark
Medium
Light

0.92
0.85
0.75

3

Source: Parker, D S, J E R McIlvaine, S F Barkaszi, D J Beal and M T Anello (2000). Laboratory
Testing of the Reflectance Properties of Roofing Material. FSEC-CR670-00. Florida Solar Energy Center,
Cocoa, FL. Available online at: http://www.fsec.ucf.edu/bldg/pubs/cr670/
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Appendix B
Reference Home Auto-Generation Test Suite for Verification of
Software Tools Used for Tax Incentive Qualification
Introduction
This report contains recommendations regarding the reference home auto-generation test
suite for tax credit qualification. The test suite is based on the 2nd draft of “Proposed
Software Tool Certification and Rule Set Standards for Federal Tax Incentive
Qualification”4 that is still under consideration by the RESNET Software Verification
Committee. The Reference Home auto-generation test suite is one of four minimum test
suites that this Standard requires for software tools used for tax incentive qualification.
The test cases in this proposed test suite are designed to verify that software tools
automatically generate accurate Reference Homes given only the building information for
the Qualifying home.

Reporting
Software tools applying for verification shall provide evidence that their software meets
the requirements of this test suite. The software tool provider or software vendor is
responsible for producing the documentation needed to show that the software has been
verified through this test suite. In some cases, the data needed to verify accuracy is of no
interest or value to the end-user of the software, but in any case, the software tool must
generate it.

Minimum Requirements
At a minimum, software tools applying for accreditation must report the following values
for the Reference Home:
1. Areas and overall U-factors (or R-values in the case of slab-on-grade
construction) for all building components, including ceilings, walls, floors,
windows (by orientation) and doors.
2. Overall solar-heat gain coefficient (SHGCo)5 of the windows during heating.
3. Overall solar-heat gain coefficient (SHGCo) of the windows during cooling.
4. Wall solar absorptance and infrared emittance
5. Roof solar absorptance and infrared emittance
4

Submitted to the RESNET Software Verification Committee on April 12, 2004.
The overall solar heat gain coefficient (SHGCo) of a fenestration is defined as the solar heat gain
coefficient (SHGC) of the fenestration product taken in combination with the interior shade fraction for the
fenestration.
5
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6. Total internal gains to the home (Btu/day)
6
7. Specific leakage area (SLA) for the building, by zone or as SLAo , as appropriate
2
8. Attic net free ventilation area (ft )
9. Crawlspace net free ventilation area (ft2), if appropriate
10. Exposed masonry floor area and carpet and pad R-value, if appropriate
11. Heating system labeled ratings, including AFUE, COP, or HSPF, as appropriate.
12. Cooling system labeled ratings, including SEER or EER, as appropriate.
13. Thermostat schedule for heating and cooling
14. Air distribution system characteristics, including locations of all supply and return
ducts and the air handler units, supply and return duct R-values, and supply and
return duct air leakage values (in cfm25).7
15. Mechanical ventilation kWh/yr, if appropriate
Software tools must have the ability to recreate or store the test case Reference Homes as
if they were Qualifying Homes such that they also can be simulated and evaluated as
Qualifying Homes.

Auto-generation Test Suite
Test Case1. HERS BESTEST case L100 building configured as specified in the HERS
BESTEST procedures, located in Baltimore, MD, including a total of 3 bedrooms and the
following mechanical equipment: gas furnace with AFUE = 82% and central air
conditioning with SEER = 11.0.
Test Case 2. HERS BESTEST case L100 configured on an un-vented crawlspace with
R-7 crawlspace wall insulation, located in Dallas, TX, including a total of 3 bedrooms
and the following mechanical equipment: electric heat pump with HSPF = 7.5 and SEER
= 12.0.
Test Case 3. HERS BESTEST case L304 in Miami, configured as specified in the HERS
BESTEST procedures, located in Miami, FL, including a total of 2 bedrooms and the
following mechanical equipment: electric strip heating with COP = 1.0 and central air
conditioner with SEER = 15.0.
Test Case 4. HERS BESTEST case L324 configured as specified as in the HERS
BESTEST procedures, located in Colorado Springs, CO, including a total of 4 bedrooms
and the following mechanical equipment: gas furnace with AFUE = 95% and no air
conditioning.

6

SLAo is the floor-area weighted specific leakage area of a home where the different building zones (e.g.
basement and living zones) have different specific leakage areas.
7
cfm25 = cubic feet per minute of air leakage to outdoors at a pressure difference between the duct interior
and outdoors of 25 Pa.
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Test Case 5. Recreate or store the Reference Homes created in Tests 1 through 4 as
Qualifying Homes and simulate and evaluate them.

Verification Criteria
Test Cases 1 – 4. For test cases 1 through 4 the values contained in Table 1 shall be used as the
verification criteria for software tool accreditation. For Reference Home building components
marked by an asterisk (*), the verification criteria may include a range equal to ± 0.05% of the
listed value. For all other Reference Home components the listed value is exact.

Table 1. Verification Criteria for Test Cases 1 – 4
Reference Home Building
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Component
0.082
0.082
0.082
Above-grade walls (Uo)
Above-grade wall solar
0.75
0.75
0.75
absorptance (α)
Above-grade wall infrared
0.90
0.90
0.90
emittance (ε)
n/a
n/a
n/a
Basement walls (Uo)
0.047
0.047
n/a
Above-grade floors (Uo)
Slab insulation R-Value
n/a
n/a
0
0.030
0.035
0.035
Ceilings (Uo)
Roof solar absorptance (α)
0.75
0.75
0.75
Roof infrared emittance (ε)
0.90
0.90
0.90
Attic vent area* (ft2)
5.13
5.13
5.13
2
Crawlspace vent area* (ft )
n/a
10.26
n/a
Exposed masonry floor area *
n/a
n/a
307.8
(ft2)
Carpet & pad R-Value
n/a
n/a
2.0
2
Door Area (ft )
40
40
40
Door U-Factor
0.40
0.65
1.20
North window area* (ft2)
69.26
69.26
69.26
South window area* (ft2)
69.26
69.26
69.26
East window area* (ft2)
69.26
69.26
69.26
2
West window area* (ft )
69.26
69.26
69.26
Window U-Factor
0.40
0.65
1.20
0.4675
0.34
0.34
Window SHGCo (heating)
0.385
0.28
0.28
Window SHGCo (cooling)
2 2
0.00048
0.00048
0.00048
SLAo* (ft /ft )
Internal gains* (Btu/day)
66,840
66,840
62,736
Labeled heating system rating
AFUE =
HSPF =
HSPF =
and efficiency
78%
7.7
7.7
Labeled cooling system rating
SEER =
SEER =
SEER =
and efficiency
13.0
13.0
13.0
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Test 4
0.060
0.75
0.90
0.059
n/a
0
0.030
0.75
0.90
5.13
n/a
307.8
2.0
40
0.35
102.63
102.63
102.63
102.63
0.35
0.4675
0.385
0.00048
107,572
AFUE =
78%
SEER =
13.0
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Reference Home Building
Component
Air Distribution System
Efficiency
Thermostat Type
Heating thermostat settings
Cooling thermostat settings

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

Manual
68 F
(all hours)
78 F
(all hours)

Manual
68 F
(all hours)
78 F
(all hours)

Manual
68 F
(all hours)
78 F
(all hours)

Manual
68 F
(all hours)
78 F
(all hours)

Test Case 5. Test case 5 requires that each of the Reference Homes for test cases 1-4 be
stored or recreated in the software tool as a Qualifying Home and simulated as any other
qualifying home would be simulated. If the resulting Qualifying home is correctly
configured to be identical to its appropriate Reference Home, energy use calculations
arising from normal operation of the software tool should produce virtually identical
energy use for both the Reference Home and the Qualifying Home for this round of tests.
For test case 5, the energy use e-Ratio shall be calculated separately from the simulation
results for heating and cooling, as follows:
e-Ratio = (Qualifying Home energy use) / (Reference Home Energy Use)
Verification criteria for these calculations shall be ± 0.5% of 1.00. Thus, for each of the
preceding test cases (1-4), the e-Ratio resulting from these software tool simulations and
the subsequent e-Ratio calculations shall be greater than or equal to 0.995 and less than
or equal to 1.005.
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Appendix C
RESNET HVAC Test Suites 1 & 2

Required Capabilities
Tools must be capable of generating HVAC results using system type and efficiency as
inputs. Additional efficiency information is allowable, but must not be required to
operate the tool. Tools must also account for duct leakage, duct insulation levels and the
presence of a programmable thermostat.
System Types

System types that must be supported by all tools:
1. Compressor based air conditioning system
2. Oil, propane or natural gas forced air furnaces
3. Electric resistance forced air furnaces
4. Air source heat pump
Optional system types that may be supported include:
1. Evaporative cooling, direct, indirect or IDEC
2. Ground or water source heat pumps
3. Multiple fossil fuel systems which utilize fuel for backup heating and an electric
air or ground source heat pump for primary heating. An example of this would be
an electric air source heat pump with a fossil fuel furnace as a supplement or
backup.
4. Radiant heating systems including but not limited to hot water radiant floor
systems, baseboard systems and ceiling cable systems.
5. Hydronic systems.
6. Combo systems in which the system supplies both domestic hot water and space
heating.
7. Active solar space heating systems
Capability tests do not currently exist for the optional system types listed above. The
following table lists the efficiency metrics that are reported by manufacturers and must be
used for each system type.

HVAC Equipment Type

Gas or Fuel Furnaces

Heating
Efficiency
Metric
AFUE
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Cooling
Efficiency Comments:
Metric
Includes wall furnaces, floor
furnaces and central forced air
furnaces.
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Electric Resistance Furnace
Air Source Heat Pump
<65 kBtu/h
Air Cooled Central Air
Conditioner <65 kBtu/h
Air Cooled Window Air
Conditioner

Use COP of 1.0, an HSPF of
3.413 may be equivalent and
acceptable for some tools.

COP
HSPF

SEER
SEER
EER

PTAC units are included in this
category

Detailed Default Inputs
Where tools use detailed modeling capabilities for HVAC simulation like DOE-2, the
following values should be used as default values in the simulation tool to achieve the
best results.
Default Values for use with Detailed HVAC Simulation Tools
DOE-2 Keyword:
HEATING-EIR

COOLING-EIR
DEFROST-TYPE
DEFROST-CTRL
DEFROST-T (F)
CRANKCASE-HEAT
CRANK-MAX-T

MIN-HP-T (F)

MAX-HP-SUPP-T
MAX-SUPPLY-T
(heating, heat pump)

Description (units)

Heat Pump Energy Input Ratio
compressor only, (1/cop)
Air Conditioner Energy Input
Ratio compressor only,
(1/cop)
Defrost method for outdoor
unit, (Reverse cycle)
Defrost control method,
(Timed)
Temperature below which
defrost controls are activated,
(oF)
Refrigerant crankcase heater
power, (kW)
Temperature above which
crankcase heat is deactivated,
(oF)
Minimum temperature at
which compressor operates,
(oF)
Temperature above which
auxiliary strip heat is not
available, (oF)
Maximum heat pump leaving
air temperature from heating
coil, (oF)
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Value

0.582*(1/(HSPF/3.413))
0.941*(1/(SEER/3.413))
REVERSE-CYCLE
TIMED
40o
0.05
50o
0o
50o
105o
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DOE-2 Keyword:

MAX-SUPPLY-T
(heating, natural gas
furnace)
FURNACE-AUX
MIN-SUPPLY-T
(cooling)
SUPPLY-KW
SUPPLY-DELTA-T
SUPPLY-KW

SUPPLY-DELTA-T
COIL-BF

Other parameters:
Part load performance
curves
Heating system size
Coil airflow
Cooling system size

Description (units)

Maximum gas furnace leaving
air temperature from heating
coil, (oF)
Natural gas furnace pilot light
energy consumption, (Btu/h)
Minimum cooling leaving air
temperature from cooling coil,
(oF)
Indoor unit standard blower
fan power, (kW/cfm)
Air temperature rise due to fan
heat, standard fan, (oF)
Indoor unit standard blower
fan power, high efficiency fan,
(kW/cfm)
Air temperature rise associated
due to fan heat, high efficiency
fan, (oF)
Coil bypass factor,
(dimensionless)
Compressor part load
performance curves
Installed heat pump size,
(kBtu/h)
Indoor unit air flow, (cfm)
Installed air conditioner size,
(kBtu/h)

Value

120o
100
55o
0.0005
1.580
0.000375

1.185
0.241

Henderson, et.al.8
Determined by Manual J
(specified)
30 cfm/(kBtu/h)
Determined by Manual J
(specified)

List of Tests
The following test suites represent tests that tools must pass to be accredited. All tests
are to be performed using the L100 building case described by the HERS BESTEST
procedures.9
For each test case, interim acceptance criteria are provided. These interim criteria are
based on preliminary reference results from 5 tools, which are capable of detailed hourly
8

Henderson, H.I., D.S. Parker and Y.J. Huang, 2000. “Improving DOE-2's RESYS Routine: User Defined
Functions to Provide More Accurate Part Load Energy Use and Humidity Predictions,” Proceedings of
2000 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Vol. 1, p. 113, American Council for an EnergyEfficient Economy, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, DC.
9
Judkoff, R. and J. Neymark, 1995. "Home Energy Rating System Building Energy Simulation Test
(HERS BESTEST)," Vol. 1 and 2, Report No. NREL/TP-472-7332, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401-3393. (Also available online at http://www.nrel.gov/publications/.)
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building simulation and HVAC modeling computations (e.g. DOE-2). The criteria are
established for interim purposes as the 90% confidence interval for the 5 preliminary sets
of reference results. In order to pass a specific test, tools must predict percentage energy
use changes for the specified heating and/or cooling system tests that falls between the
upper and lower acceptance criteria for that test.
Tools that do not model the performance of HVAC equipment in detail must provide for
climate adjusted equipment performance factors in order to fall within the acceptance
criteria for these tests. Methods of adjusting the manufacturer’s nameplate ratings to
account for climate dependent performance have been reported.10
Test Suite 1 – Air conditioning systems: Test to ensure that there is the proper
differential electrical cooling energy consumption by cooling systems when the
efficiency is varied between SEER 10 and a higher efficiency unit, taken to be SEER 13.
For the purposes of this test assume zero duct leakage and all ducts and air handlers are in
conditioned space.
Air Conditioning System Test Specifications
Test #
System Type
Capacity
Air cooled
HVAC1a
38.3 kBtu/h
air conditioner
Air cooled
HVAC1b
38.3 kBtu/h
air conditioner

Location

Efficiency

Las Vegas, NV

SEER = 10

Las Vegas, NV

SEER = 13

Interim Air Conditioning System Acceptance Criteria
Mfg. Equip Performance Low Acceptance
Test #
Rating (MEPR) Change
Criteria
HVAC1a
Base case
--HVAC1b
-23.1%
-20.0%

High Acceptance
Criteria
---18.4%

Test Suite 2 – Heating Systems: Test to ensure that there is differential heating energy
consumed by heating systems when the efficiency is varied between a code minimum
heating and a higher efficiency unit. The tests will be carried out for both electric and
non-electric heating systems. For the purposes of this test assume zero duct leakage and
all ducts and air handlers in conditioned space. .
Gas Heating System Test Specifications
Test #
System Type
Capacity
HVAC2a

Gas Furnace

56.1 kBtu/h

Location
Colorado
Springs, CO

Efficiency
AFUE = 78%

10

Fairey, P., D.S. Parker, B. Wilcox and M. Lombardi, "Climate Impacts on Heating Seasonal
Performance Factor (HSPF) and Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) for Air Source Heat Pumps."
ASHRAE Transactions, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc.,
Atlanta, GA, June 2004. (Also available online at http://www.fsec.ucf.edu/bldg/pubs/hspf/)
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HVAC2b

Gas Furnace

56.1 kBtu/h

Colorado
Springs, CO

Interim Gas Heating System Acceptance Criteria
Mfg. Equip Performance Low Acceptance
Test #
Rating (MEPR) Change
Criteria
HVAC2a
Base case
--HVAC2b
-13.3%
-13.1%

Electric Heating System Test Specifications
Test #
System Type
Capacity
Air Source
HVAC2c
56.1 kBtu/h
Heat Pump
Air Source
HVAC2d
56.1 kBtu/h
Heat Pump
Electric
HVAC2e
56.1 kBtu/h
Furnace

Location
Colorado
Springs, CO
Colorado
Springs, CO
Colorado
Springs, CO

Interim Electric Heating System Acceptance Criteria
Mfg. Equip Performance Low Acceptance
Test #
Rating (MEPR) Change
Criteria
HVAC2c
Base case
--HVAC2d
-31.0%
-26.0%
HVAC2e
99.2%
47.8%
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AFUE = 90%

High Acceptance
Criteria
---12.6%

Efficiency
HSPF = 6.8
HSPF = 9.85
COP =1.0

High Acceptance
Criteria
---19.1%
63.4%
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RESNET Distribution System Efficiency (DSE) Test Suite 3
Distribution System Efficiency (DSE) tests are designed to ensure that the impact of duct
insulation, duct air leakage and duct location are properly accounted for in software.
Tables 1 and 2 below describe the test specifications and the bounds criteria for these
important tests.

Test Case Specification
For all tests, assume that the air-handling unit is in conditioned space. If the software tool
being tested has the ability to modify inputs for duct area, assume that the supply duct
area is equal to 20% of the conditioned floor area and the return duct area is equal to 5%
of the conditioned floor area. The duct leakage shall be 250 cfm25 for cases 3d and 3h
with the return and supply leakage fractions each set at 50%. All tests assume a natural
gas forced air furnace and forced air cooling system with efficiencies of 78% AFUE =
78% for the heating system and SEER = 10 for the cooling system.
Furnace and air conditioner heating and cooling capacities should be modified for each of
the duct system efficiency test cases according to the values provided in Tables 1a and
2a. Similarly, the specified heating and cooling coil airflow (cfm) should be altered by
case using a value of 360 cfm/ton (30 cfm/kBtu) of capacity. Also, the exterior air film
resistance of the duct system should be added to the specified duct R-values given in
Tables 1a and 2a to obtain agreement for duct conductance. For non-insulated sheet
metal ducts (R-0) the air film has a resistance of approximately R=1.5 ft2-oF-hr/Btu and
for insulated ducts (R=6) the air film has a resistance of R=1.0 as shown by test results
obtained by Lauvray (1978) at a typical residential duct airflow rate of 530 fpm.11 These
values are currently established for the purposes of duct design calculations by ASHRAE
within the Handbook of Fundamentals (2001, p. 34.15). Thus, unless the software
undergoing test accounts for these film resistances, the uninsulated sheet metal duct (R=0
in Tables 1a and 2a) should be entered as R=1.5 while the insulated ducts (R=6 in tables)
should be entered as R=7.
For the heating comparison test cases (Table 1a), which assume a basement, use the
HERS BESTEST Case L322 home. The basement is to be unconditioned, have a floor
area equal to the main floor area (1539 ft2) and have R11 insulation in the floor joists of
the main floor with a framing fraction of 13%. The basement case has no basement wall
insulation. For the cooling comparison test cases (Table 2a), use the HERS BESTEST
case L100 home.

11

T.L. Lauvray, 1978. “Experimental heat transmission coefficients for operating air duct systems,”
ASHRAE Journal, June, 1978.
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Bounds Criteria

The bounds criteria for these tests were established using ASHRAE Standard 152-04,
using the spreadsheet tool constructed for the U.S. DOE Building America program by
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).12 In all cases, the input values for the
Standard 152 calculations assumed the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single story building
Single speed air conditioner/heating system
System capacities as specified in Tables 1a and 2a
Coil air flow = 360 cfm per 12,000 Btu/h
Ducts located as specified in Tables 1a and 2a
Supply duct area = 308 ft2
Return duct area = 77 ft2
Supply and return duct insulation of R=1.5 and R=7 for uninsulated (R=0) and
insulated (R=6) ducts, respectively
Supply and return duct leakage = 125 cfm each, where so specified in Tables 1a
and 2a.

Following the ASHRAE Standard 152 analysis, the resulting DSE values were converted
to a percentage change in heating and cooling energy use (“Target Delta” in Tables 1b
and 2b) using the following calculation:
% Change = 1.0 – (1.0 / DSE)
Bounds criteria were then established as this target delta plus and minus 5% to yield the
values given in Tables 1b and 2b for heating and cooling test minimum and maximum
delta bounds criteria, respectively.

Heating Energy Tests

Test #
HVAC3a
(base case)
HVAC3b
HVAC3c
HVAC3d

12

Table 1a. Heating Energy DSE Comparison Test Specifications
System
Duct
System
Duct Location
Location
Capacity
Leakage
Type
(kBtu/h)
100%
Colorado
Gas
None
46.6
conditioned
Springs, CO
Furnace
100% in
Colorado
Gas
None
56.0
basement
Springs, CO
Furnace
100% in
Colorado
Gas
None
49.0
basement
Springs, CO
Furnace
100% in
Colorado
Gas
250 cfm25
61.0
basement
Springs, CO
Furnace

Duct
R-val*
R=0
R=0
R=6
R=6

See http://www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/building_america/benchmark_def.html
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* Duct R-value does not include air film resistances. For uninsulated ducts, this film resistance is
approximately R=1.5 and for insulated ducts it is approximately R=1.0. If software does not consider
this air film resistance in detail, then these air film resistances should be added.

Test #
HVAC3a
HVAC3b
HVAC3c
HVAC3d
* Delta =

Table 1b. Heating Energy DSE Comparison Test Bounds Criteria
Target Delta* Heating
Minimum Delta*
Maximum Delta*
Energy Relative to
Heating Energy
Heating Energy
HVAC3a
Base case
----26.4%
21.4%
31.4%
7.5%
2.5%
12.5%
20%
15%
25%
% Change in energy use = ((alternative – base case) / (base case)) * 100

Cooling Energy Tests
Table 2a. Cooling Energy DSE Comparison Test Specifications
System
Duct
Duct RTest #
Location
System Type
Capacity
Duct Location
Leakage
val*
(kBtu/h)
100%
HVAC3e
Las Vegas,
Air
None
R=0
-38.4
conditioned
(base case)
NV
Conditioner
Las Vegas,
Air
HVAC3f
-49.9
100% in attic
None
R=0
NV
Conditioner
Las Vegas,
Air
HVAC3g
-42.2
100% in attic
None
R=6
NV
Conditioner
Las Vegas,
Air
HVAC3h
-55.0
100% in attic
250 cfm25
R=6
NV
Conditioner
* Duct R-value does not include air film resistance. For uninsulated ducts, this film resistance is
approximately R=1.5 and for insulated ducts it is approximately R=1.0. If software does not consider
this air film resistance in detail, then these air film resistances should be added.

Test #
HVAC3e
HVAC3f
HVAC3g
HVAC3h
* Delta =

Table 2b. Cooling Energy DSE Comparison Test Bounds Criteria
Target Delta* Cooling
Minimum Delta*
Maximum Delta*
Energy Relative to
Cooling Energy
Cooling Energy
HVAC3e
Base case
----31.2%
26.2%
36.2%
11.5%
6.5%
16.5%
26.1%
21.1%
31.1%
% Change in energy use = ((alternative – base case) / (base case)) * 100
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